WHAT WE BELIEVE IN...
Integrity
At CDG we recognise that in a frenetically active leisure property market there is a need for advisors who are consistent,
trustworthy and demonstrate true integrity. CDG delivers this by avoiding conflict of interest, replying to client
communication regularly and ensuring that we are billing our clients fairly.

Professional
Property agents are often accused of being unaccountable. CDG Leisure prides itself in showing true professionalism in
order to provide a competent, effective and ethical service to its clients. Our team are committed to responding to all
communication within 24 hours. This is just one way that we show our clients our commitment to professionalism.

Innovative
CDG has a forward thinking approach and sees it as essential in today’s ever-changing world to be clearly separating
ourselves from our competitors. We believe our clients deserve the best and therefore, in a time of unprecedented
technological advancement, we make sure that we are consistently at the forefront in bringing creative and exciting new
ways of challenging the old-fashioned and outmoded property market. At CDG we are constantly thinking of new ways to
provide solutions to the market through research and tailored services.
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Results focused
At CDG we are winners. We are focused on the bottom line and are always sure to ask the next question. Our approach is
never to give in and, through this, we have satisﬁed clients and continued to build our reputation with landlords and
tenants in London's leisure and property market.

Charitable
We are emphatic believers in giving back to our community and to those who are less fortunate. We believe that it is our
responsibility to do the right thing and so commit 10% of all proﬁts in order to make a difference where it matters.

“CDG provide excellent market knowledge and more
importantly are trusted advisors and have advised
us on many of our signiﬁcant London acquisitions."
Alan Yau, Managing Director at Aaya
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LONDON’S NO.1 OPERATORFOCUSED LEISURE
PROPERTY SPECIALISTS
CDG is unique in its ability to empathise with leisure
operators in London. We recognise the needs of operators
and that they are not simply in locations to pay landlords
rent but to actually build their business, trade proﬁtably
and grow a brand.
The wrong operator in the wrong premises always
spells disaster and in this scenario nobody beneﬁts. We
specialise in putting the right operator - no matter how
big or small - in the right building in order to allow long
term growth.
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“CDG go above
and beyond the
call of duty to
deliver results
and we are
delighted to
have them as
our advisors.”
Nick Tamblyn, Kornicis

“CDG are London’s
most ambitious
restaurant agents
who we can’t help
but do business
with.”
Mark Francis-Baum, Managing Director at Good Life Group
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HOW WE BUILD BRANDS
The key is not to start slow. The ﬁrst three locations are
essential, with the location, rent and ﬁt all being perfect for
your concept. All this is fundamental in you being able to
generate the appropriate level of turnover and proﬁt.
We pride ourselves on understanding London demographics
and feel comfortable in giving advice as to which concepts
ﬁt which locations.

“CDG are head
and shoulders
the best restaurant
agents in London,
bar none.”
Nick Hill, Black & Blue

CDG Leisure are experts at understanding values in the
London market. We ensure not to over-price new
opportunities that come to the market so as to maintain
a high level of transactions. This maintains credibility and
integrity in a market place where so often these qualities
are lacking.
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SERVICES
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LEASE DISPOSALS

LEASE ACQUISITIONS

CDG Leisure is the only leisure agency in London

CDG Leisure offers a comprehensive service when

which can negotiate on your behalf when coming

it comes to lease acquisitions. As an operator it is

to dispose of your lease. Due to our extensive

important that you start in the right way and that

market knowledge built up from working with

the deal you come to is the right one that allows

1000’s of landlords and operators annually, we

you to be successful and attract the right kind of

are able to give an honest and professional

custom. Due to our extensive knowledge of

market appraisal of your lease in order to ensure

London, we are best placed to advise and guide

that the best possible price is achieved.

you on areas that could work for you and areas
that deﬁnitely won’t.

We ask for a non-refundable deposit immediately
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upon agreeing the Heads of Terms so as to give

We are the only operator-focused property

you security that the deal will proceed to

ﬁnding agency in London and pride ourselves in

completion. If not your abortive fees are covered.

helping many businesses grow right through to

Offering this service allows us to help our

exit. CDG offers new property as it becomes

operators protect their business whatever the

available and provides business acumen and

situation.

advice along the way.
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“I would highly recommend CDG to any operator
looking for leisure agency services in London.”
Adam Hyman, Founder of Code
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“CDG have an
Nth degree attitude
towards property
acquisition and
that’s why they are
so successful." ”
Bobby Hashemi, Founder of Pizza Union
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BESPOKE ACQUISITION
SERVICE (B.A.S.)
CDG Leisure’s Bespoke Acquisition Service is simply
a tailored service where we constantly look for new
property for you to enable your business to grow
aggressively. We approach businesses on your
behalf to see if they are willing to sell their lease and
research the areas to ensure that you will not only
get the footfall but the right kind of footfall for your
business.
This service will target areas via demographic
proﬁles, helping nationals and internationals secure
a strong brand identity. Working closely with the
operator we look at what the business is trying to
accomplish, a one-three-ﬁve year plan on how they
wish to grow and work alongside them to ensure
that they meet their targets.
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LEASE ADVISORY SERVICES
With its experienced Lease Advisory Services team, CDG Leisure is ideally placed to offer clients the best possible
advice in order to maximise returns, minimise liabilities and simply get your property working better for you.
We understand how important the future relationship between tenant and landlord is, negotiating agreements to
bring both landlord and tenant to a desirable outcome. With this in mind, we have experienced negotiators who
conduct all of our advisory services to ensure that the negotiation stays calm, productive and both sides feel that
they are being listened to.

Specialist services include:
Rent Reviews – Minimise liabilities and maximise your income
Lease Renewals – Protect your security and exploit your position
Lease Re-Gearing – Secure your future and unlock hidden lease value
Dilapidations – Mitigate your liability and protect your future lease strategy
Specialist Lease Management – a tailor made approach to your leasehold portfolio
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“CDG is not only
extremely professional
and innovative but also
provides superb
corporate and property
advice that we simply
haven’t found anywhere
in this market place.”
Kurt Zdesar, Managing Director at Chotto Matte
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INVESTMENT

MERGER & ACQUISITION

Property investment in London has seen a great

CDG offers expert advice in the arena of mergers and

return and looks like it will continue to do so. With

acquisitions, from grass roots start ups through to

property rent now exceeding Hong Kong for the ﬁrst

signiﬁcant corporate leisure entities. Its ability to draw upon

time in many years and potential double-digit returns

a fresh pool of intelligence and expert negotiating skills in a

being shown in recent years, many investors are

competitive sector means leisure operators are very well

looking for advice on which property to invest in,

placed when working with CDG to achieve their long term

what is a good price, and how to make their

exit strategies and corporate goals. Not only is CDG at the

investment pay. CDG Leisure advises on any leisure-

forefront of leisure activity but also - with its connectivity to

related investment opportunities, whether to buy or

the hub of property contacts through its agency and its

sell on behalf of clients.

network of key relationships - CDG is able to offer
outstanding advice in the following areas:

With our knowledge of London and our ongoing
relationships with many landlords and operators,

Merger and Acquisitions

we are in a key position to ﬁnd the right property at

Management Teams

the right price to ensure that your commercial

Finance

property portfolio grows and provides a healthy

Private Equity

return.
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OUR CLIENTS
At CDG Leisure we work with the very best clients, ranging from fresh new brands to established nationwide and
international companies. We are proud to have this incredibly exciting and dynamic client base.

“CDG are constantly thinking outside
the box and bringing new opportunities
that are far ahead of their competitors.”
Karam Sethi, Managing Director at Gymkhana
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